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Mission…of the MAC is to improve student 
learning and achievement through a system of 
coherent curriculum, balanced assessment 
and effective instruction. We do this by 
collaboratively…
• Promoting assessment knowledge & 

practice
• Providing professional learning 
• Producing and sharing assessment tools 

and resources

the MAC….

An education assessment-
focused, non-profit 
organization.

A statewide consortium, 
governed by a volunteer 
board, serving our LEA’s, 
ESEA’s, education 
associations, SEA, and 
community.



Share the vision for the MI Learns Assessment System

Share Status of the System – including details about opportunities to 
learn at variety of ’levels’ along a continua

Share ideas and perspectives related to future development of 
aspects of and uses of – the MLA System

Session Outcomes



The WHY behind the MI Learns 
Assessment System

OUTCOME 1



as schools evolve so must 
the role of assessment…

As our society evolves, 
so must its schools;



Now we want: 

EVERY student is to succeed

Our New Mission is Codified in Educational Policy

We were charged with:
Leaving no child behind



✓Narrow achievement gaps

✓Reduce dropout rates

✓Universal high school graduation

✓ALL students ready for college or workplace training 

✓Help each student become a LIFELONG LEARNER 

Society’s New Directives



✓Help overcome inequities

✓Keep successful students succeeding 
and…

✓Help struggling learners win too

✓Promote universal academic 
competence as lifelong learners

Can be to:

✓Max differences among students; 
highlight inequities; norm-ref testing

✓Produce a dependable rank order 
based on achievement at the end of 
high school

✓Serve as the basis for separating 
winners from losers

Has been to: 

Assessment’s Role



….many teachers and students feel that assessment is something that is inflicted 
upon them rather than being an integral part of an efficient educational system.



• NCLB
▫ Increase in standardized testing, massive increase in stakes for these tests

▫ "Failing Schools" grasping for anything in these data for "rapid turnaround"

• Michigan's Educator Evaluation Legislation
▫ Every administrator legislated to be an evaluator

▫ Requirement to measure and show "growth"

• We need assessment literate teachers, administrators, and policymakers 
so that we don't continue to mis-use (abuse) assessment...
▫ It's counterproductive

Some examples...



Multilevel Assessment System Example (CAESL)

An Integrated System

• Coordinated across system levels & 
purposes

• Unified by common learning goals 
derived from learning theory & 
research & content standards

• Synchronized by unifying progress 
variables that map out expected 
trajectories  of learning and 
development



Three Important System Properties & Principles

• Comprehensiveness: a range of measurement approaches should be used to provide a 
variety of evidence to support educational decision-making. No single assessment can be 
considered a definitive indicator of a student’s competence.

• Coherence: the conceptual model of student learning underlying the various assessments 
within a system should be compatible. The conceptual base for the state assessment should 
be a broader version of one that makes sense at the finer-grained level.

• Continuity: measures student progress over time, more akin to a video recording rather 
than to the snapshots provided by most current tests. To provide such pictures of progress, 
multiple sets of observations over time must be linked conceptually so that change can be 
observed and interpreted. Models of student progress in learning should underlie the 
assessment system.

Source: National Research Council



Clearly improving the assessment system is complicated, important business. It requires a 
system to make assessment more useful.



Assessment Literacy Standards

Students 
and 
Parents

Teachers

Building 
Administrators

District
Administrator
s

Local and 
State 
Policymakers

Pre-service 
teachers

Provide standards for
•Students and their families
•Teachers
•Building Administrators
•District Administrators
•Policy Makers

Provide the basis for MAC's (and others') PL activities 
around assessment literacy...including credentialing.

Have been endorsed by the Michigan State Board of Education (May 2016)



Why This Work Is Complex:
New Graduate Teachers

District Administrators

Legislators/State Government

Parents & 
Community Members

Students

Board of Education 
(State) 

Board of Education 
(Local)



Learning opportunities required to
“re-skill” an industry and its workforce 
to optimize use of assessment to 
support/promote and certify learning

OUTCOME 2



Short publications, 
website, videos, 
presentations, networks

Online, self-paced 
modules    ALM’s –
fundamentals/foundation

Mini courses, multi topics, in-
depth, competency 
demonstrated

Program of Learning to 
support candidates seeking 
specialist credentials

TBD, possible mixed use of 
learning opportunities pre-
service candidates, their 
professors, supervising 
teachers, &/or assessment 
facilitators in LEAS’s and 
ISDs

Envisioned Continua of Learning Opportunities About Assessment –
ALL stakeholders contribute to health of education system ….



Seeding interest, meeting diverse needs, across many role groups…
Short publications and videos
Presentations
Websites
Assessment Learning Network



Short publications, 
website, videos, 
presentations, networks

Online, self-paced 
modules    ALM’s –
fundamentals/foundation

Mini courses, multi topics, in-
depth, competency 
demonstrated

Program of Learning to 
support candidates seeking 
specialist credentials

TBD, possible mixed use of 
learning opportunities pre-
service candidates, their 
professors, supervising 
teachers, &/or assessment 
facilitators in LEAS’s and 
ISDs

Envisioned Continua of Learning Opportunities About Assessment –
ALL stakeholders contribute to health of education system ….



• Assessment 
Resource Bank

• Curated Collections

• Learning 
Opportunities

MAC Website 

http://www.MichiganAssessmentConsortium.org

http://www.michiganassessmentconsortium.org/


Publications and Videos

Catalogue of Learning Moment
Videos and searchable Resource 
Bank with...
MAC branded publications & more



Assessment Learning Network

A Vision…
• A professional learning community 

focused on improving assessment 
practices in public education

• A conduit between the MAC and 
Michigan’s professional educational 
organizations that can work 
collaboratively to improve educators’ 
assessment literacy

• A vehicle to promote the MAC’s 
Assessment Literacy Standards 
throughout Michigan



Michigan Learns Assessment System:  Three options for 
professional learning in Educational Assessment

Level 1

Foundational Learning

• Purpose:  Access to 
fundamental concepts 
important to universal 
assessment literacy.

• Self-paced, online.

• No credential

Level 2

Mini-Courses -
Compenency Based

• Purpose:  Access to 
fundamental concepts 
important to assessment 
literacy.

• Bundled to earn 
Assessment Apprentice 
credential.

Level 3

Credentialing System

• Purpose: Obtain one of 
two different credentials:

• System Assessment 
Specialist (SAS)

• Classroom Assessment 
Specialist (CAS)



Level 1 - Introductory



Short publications, 
website, videos,  
presentations, networks

Online, self-paced 
modules    ALM’s –
fundamentals/foundation

Mini courses, multi topics, in-
depth, competency 
demonstrated

Program of Learning to 
support candidates seeking 
specialist credentials

TBD, possible mixed use of 
learning opportunities pre-
service candidates, their 
professors, supervising 
teachers, &/or assessment 
facilitators in LEAS’s and 
ISDs

Envisioned Continua of Learning Opportunities About Assessment –
ALL stakeholders contribute to health of education system ….



Level 1

• Purpose:  Access to fundamental 
concepts important to assessment 
literacy

• Format: Online, self-paced, non-
facilitated

• Audience: Broad (teachers, admins, 
board members, others)

• Credit: SCECHs available
• Content: Aligned to Michigan 

Assessment Literacy Standards
• Status: 8 of 9 available through 

Michigan Virtual (MV); #9 to be 
released late summer 2019

Assessment 
Learning 
Modules

Source:  Specifications Document: MI Learns Assessment System, c.2018, MAC



Developing an Assessment Learning System for 
Educators (Level 1) Assessment Learning Modules

▫ Assessment Systems that Support 21st Century Learners

▫ Creating a High Quality Balanced Assessment System

▫ Developing Appropriate Assessments

▫ Selecting Appropriate Assessments

▫ Understanding the Formative Assessment Process

▫ Making Meaning from Student Classroom Assessments

▫ Using Assessment Data Well 

▫ Understanding Technical Concepts Used in Student Assessments

▫ Collaborative Inquiry *released late summer 2019



Online platform course visuals





Level 2 - Intermediate



Short publications, 
website, videos,  
presentations, networks

Online, self-paced 
modules    ALM’s –
fundamentals/foundation

Mini courses, multi topics, in-
depth, competency 
demonstrated

Program of Learning to 
support candidates seeking 
specialist credentials

TBD, possible mixed use of 
learning opportunities pre-
service candidates, their 
professors, supervising 
teachers, &/or assessment 
facilitators in LEAS’s and 
ISDs

Envisioned Continua of Learning Opportunities About Assessment –
ALL stakeholders contribute to health of education system ….



Level 2

• Purpose:  Demonstrate competency in one or 
more assessment topics

• Format: Online, self-paced, required assignments, 
collected evidence, expert feedback organized by 
course facilitator

• Audience: Educators: those seeking CAS or SAS 
(Level 3) or seeking Assessment Apprentice 
credential or taking just one course or bundling a 
short-stack for other job need or personal 
enrichment needs.

• Credit: SCECHs; micro-credential; bundle to earn 
Assessment Apprentice credential

• Content: Aligned to Michigan Assessment Literacy 
Standards & CAS/SAS competencies

• Status: 15 of 28 developed, 4 currently being field 
tested.

Mini-Courses

Source: Specifications Document: MI Learns Assessment System, c.2018, MAC



Initial Catalogue of courses organized by Strands – Level II

Strand – Understanding Formative Assessment Process Strand - Developing Balanced Assessment Systems

• Introduction and Planning
• Learning Target Use
• Eliciting Evidence
• Formative Feedback
• Instructional Decisions

• Determine Purpose through Users and Uses
• Nature and Quality of Assessments
• Developing a Balanced System

Strand – Developing Appropriate Assessments Strand – Using Assessment Data Well

• Developing Learning Targets
• Test Blueprint and Design
• Item Development
• Item Preparation, Content & Fairness Review
• Field-Testing, Review, Technical Manuals

• Creating Collaborative Cultures for Data Use
• Analyzing and Communicating
• Using Data Appropriately & Ethically



Initial Catalogue of courses organized by Strand – Level II

Strand – Making Meaning from Student (classroom) 
Assessments

Strand – Assessment Systems for 21st Century Learners

• Gathering Meaningful Student Assessment Data
• Analyze and Reflect on Evidence
• Teacher & Student Use of Data

• Aligning Assessment to Cognitive Science
• Role of Assessment in 21st Century Education
• Leadership Actions to Support Balanced Assessment 

systems 

Strand – Selecting Appropriate Assessments Strand – Using Collaborative Inquiry to Improve Practice 
and Lead Change

• Purposes & Characteristics of Assessments
• Technical Manuals
• Administration/Implementation (appropriate use)

• Nature of Learning & Relationship to CI
• Phases of CI & Planning 
• Implementation of Phases & Reflection



Field Test Cycle of Activity

Offer  Courses

Fall 2019

2-3 Strands

December - February

Gather Field Testers/Load 
courses into Brightspace

Mid March – Mid June 
submit assignments/keep 

log

Mid-June – Mid-July finish 
revisions/resubmissions 

turn in log and complete 
end-of-course evaluation 

Revise/refine Courses & 
process, Focus Group



Example: Formative Feedback Course Outcomes



Level 2: Formative Feedback Example Course Outline



Level 3 - Advanced



Short publications, 
website, videos, networks 
presentations

Online, self-paced 
modules    ALM’s –
fundamentals/foundation

Mini courses, multi topics, in-
depth, competency 
demonstrated

Program of Learning to 
support candidates seeking 
specialist credentials

TBD, possible mixed use of 
learning opportunities pre-
service candidates, their 
professors, supervising 
teachers, &/or assessment 
facilitators in LEAS’s and 
ISDs

Envisioned Continua of Learning Opportunities About Assessment –
ALL stakeholders contribute to health of education system ….



Source:  Specifications Document: MI Learns Assessment System, c.2018, MAC

• Purpose: Obtain one of two credentials:
• System Assessment Specialist (SAS)
• Classroom Assessment Specialist (CAS)

• Format: Blended learning; applied learning
• Program Support—expert coach, Mini-

courses/ALM’s current topic sessions/webinars, 
Collaborative Inquiry, optional cohort

• Demonstrated Competency—capstone, portfolio of 
evidence, Presentation of Learning, command of 
literature

• Audience: Educators; those seeking career 
advancement and credentials

• Content: Aligned to Assessment Literacy Standards
• Status: CAS/SAS exit outcomes identified, Format for 

Program identified, optional learning opportunities via 
Level II courses 60% built, cultivating process to develop 
“coaches/facilitators/evaluators for Portfolios”



Michigan Learns Assessment System:  Three options for 
professional learning in Educational Assessment

Level 1

Foundational Learning

• Purpose:  Access to 
fundamental concepts 
important to universal 
assessment literacy.

• Self-paced, online.

• No credential

Level 2

Mini-Courses -
Compenency Based

• Purpose:  Access to 
fundamental concepts 
important to assessment 
literacy.

• Bundled to earn 
Assessment Apprentice 
credential.

Level 3

Credentialing System

• Purpose: Obtain one of 
two different credentials:

• System Assessment 
Specialist (SAS)

• Classroom Assessment 
Specialist (CAS)



Global Specialist Competencies

Classroom Assessment Specialist Competencies
▫ Demonstrate expert knowledge and implementation of quality assessment practices
▫ Engage students, parents, peers and other stakeholders in the assessment process
▫ Model, advocate, collaborate, and lead others in use of quality assessment 

practices

System Assessment Specialist Competencies
▫ Plan, design, monitor, evaluate the district assessment system to:

 Uses reliable, valid, and fair measures;
 Provides every student with equitable access to an education
 Meets accountability needs/demands of the governing body overseeing the education 

system
▫ Identify and provide professional learning for all (district and building 

administrators, teachers, students, parents/guardians, and policymakers) to use 
assessment literate practices.

▫ Use and report assessment results to support the educational outcomes at the 
district, school, classroom, and individual student levels.



Specialists Credentials (Level III)
What Makes a Specialist…

The content for Level III has been developed for educators with extensive 
assessment knowledge who will serve in a leadership role within their school or 
district.

Participants interested in being recognized as Assessment Specialists will have the 
opportunity (optional) to engage deeply in the Level I/II content through engaging 
in work-based, relevant assessment-related tasks. They would participate in a 
specialist program of support that requires demonstration of competencies.

The MAC thinks every school district in the state should have a SAS and every school 
building should have at least one CAS



• Level 1 Understandings MLA System:
▫ Tests are built for specific purposes. If we use them for things they are not 

designed for, we run a great risk of not being happy with the results (Lack of 
validity)

• Level 2 Understandings MLA System:
▫ Level 1 Stuff
▫ An understanding of the different kinds of questions that CAN be answered by 

assessment data and what those assessments look like
 Proficiency
 Growth
 Learning Diagnosis
 ….

How the Learning Opportunities Deepen: an example 
with  Summative Assessment



• Level 3 Understandings MLA System
▫ Level 1 and Level 2 stuff

▫ An ability to craft quality assessments for common educational purposes

▫ An ability to understand and evaluate validity arguments for extant tests

▫ An ability to appropriately use the provided data from an assessment

▫ An ability to recognize uses of assessment data that might impact the 
validity of those data

▫ An ability to communicate assessment practices and results to stakeholders 
in the educational system

How the Learning Opportunities Deepen: an example 
with  Summative Assessment



What Specialist Candidates Get…
& What the Candidates Do…

Program Support (GET)

• Assessment expert coach 

• ALM’s & Level II mini courses (optional)

• Blended learning, cohort possibility

• Current topic sessions/webinars

• PL about Collaborative Inquiry to support 
implementation skills needed for 
assessment work in districts

Demonstrate Competencies (DO)

• Capstone Experience (applied & 
integrated)

• Portfolio of evidence 

• Presentation of Learning

• Demonstrated knowledge of literature 
& research

Program Support & Methods to Demonstrate 
Competencies – under development 



LEA Curriculum and Assessment Director
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Decision Making Matrix for Selecting 
Commercial Assessment Product(s). Yearly Interim Assessment 

Communication Guide
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Share ideas and perspectives related 
to future development of aspects of 
and uses of – the MLA System

OUTCOME 3



Short publications, 
website, videos, 
presentations, networks

Online, self-paced 
modules    ALM’s –
fundamentals/foundation

Mini courses, multi topics, in-
depth, competency 
demonstrated

Program of Learning to 
support candidates seeking 
specialist credentials

TBD, possible mixed use of 
learning opportunities pre-
service candidates, their 
professors, supervising 
teachers, &/or assessment 
facilitators in LEAS’s and 
ISDs

Envisioned Continua of Learning Opportunities About Assessment –
ALL stakeholders contribute to health of education system ….



Consultant supporting LEA and ESEA practitioners

IHE’s supporting pre-service preparation and graduate students

LEA Administrator supporting teacher induction and in-service learning



Assessment Learning Modules Level I and Micro-
credential Style Courses level II – Future uses…

• Future envisioned uses…

• We see other professional certification programs accepting “short 
stacks” on assessment to meet a portion of their requirements

• Possibly used by pre-service prep programs or with supervising 
teachers during student teacher placement/induction

• Used to support district Assessment Facilitators responsible for 
leading implementation and innovation efforts (with other/additional 
resources)



• There is an increasing need to create assessment literate teachers (Popham, 
2009; 2011).

• Teachers are not well trained to use assessment in the classroom and are 
poorly trained in standardized testing (Zhang & Burry-Stock, 1997; Zhang & 
Burry-Stock, 2003).

• There are gaps between assessment literacy in theory and practice. Teacher 
education programs need to highlight both theories of assessment as well as 
opportunities to engage in different types of assessment. This is necessary so 
that teachers are better able to select and implement appropriate 
assessment methods to support student learning (Siegel & Wissehr, 
2011; Ogan-Bekiroglu & Suzuk, 2014; Ryan, 2014).

Pre-Service Teachers' Assessment Literacy and 
its Implementation into Practice



Assessment Learning Institute

The MAC introduces our first Assessment Literacy Institute (ALI), a powerful 
professional learning offering designed to equip consultants, administrators, and 
teacher-leaders who have a responsibility to lead and work with colleagues to 
improve their assessment practice and systems.

Benefits for Assessment Learning Institute Participants…

❏ Access to a network of Assessment Facilitators
❏ Support from assessment experts and the use of materials and resources 
tailored to support improvements to assessment practice and pursuit of effective 
assessment systems
❏ Access to selected MAC Assessment Learning Modules – at no additional cost –
for the 2019-20 academic year



1
• Confidence in using the MAC Assessment Learning Modules and related resources with groups within

a variety of professional learning settings and situations

2
• A network of peers to help support ongoing facilitation of assessment literacy.

3
• Increased understanding of assessment related content and protocols in the Assessment Learning

Modules.

4
• A plan of action to flexibly use the Assessment Learning Modules and related resources within the

context of their own work.

5
• The understanding that participants will share their facilitation ideas and resources with others in the

network.

ALI: Session Outcomes



Administrative & Building Leadership Group 
Assessment Summit; June 2018



Why Am I Invited?
• 380.1526 Teachers in first 3 years of employment; assignment 

to master teacher; intensive professional development 
induction. (Link to the Law)

• You are welcome to invite your mentor.  Please just let us know 
who will be coming so we can ensure enough snacks for 
everyone!  

What Is the Focus of the Meetings?
• Forming an Assessment Literate Culture that focuses on 

formative assessment practices to help us make informed 
instructional decisions; while actively involving students in the 
process.

• These sessions will be interactive in nature and you will walk 
away with new instructional and assessment strategies.  

• Make connections between best practice instructional 
strategies and the 5D Rubric.

When/Where Will These Meetings Occur? 
• Administration Building:  see dates below

Reeths-Puffer Schools 
Non-Tenure Community of 

Practice (CoP) Meeting 
Schedule for 2018-2019

http://www.legislature.mi.gov/(S(fnbq4llsx0ooolhy3ytkc1ao))/mileg.aspx?page=getObject&objectname=mcl-380-1526


New Teacher & Non-Tenure CoP Sessions 
Learning Targets for the 2018-2019 Sessions



Ed Roeber



MLA System Designed to Account for our 
Evolving Assessment Paradigm
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